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Progress in Botany 77 - Ulrich Lüttge 2016-05-27
With one volume each year, this series keeps scientists and advanced
students informed of the latest developments and results in all areas of
the plant sciences. The present volume includes reviews on plant
genetics, physiology, ecology, and evolution.
Jasmonate Signaling - Alain Goossens 2013-05-08
It is now well established that jasmonates, originally identified as the
major component of jasmine scent, play a universal role in the plant
kingdom and are involved in the regulation of diverse aspects of plant
biology, including growth, development, metabolism, and interaction
with the environment. In Jasmonate Signaling: Methods and Protocols,
experts in the field aim to unite powerful emerging omics platforms with
a number of key reductionist approaches to form a comprehensive
collection of tools and protocols. The detailed chapters in this book
embrace physiological, environmental, molecular, omics, and
bioinformatics approaches that allow dissecting jasmonate actions in the
model species Arabidopsis thaliana or in other plants. Written in the
highly successful Methods in Molecular Biology series format, chapters
feature introductions to their respective topics, lists of the necessary
materials and reagents, step-by-step, readily reproducible laboratory
protocols, along with tips on troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls.
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Authoritative and cutting-edge, Jasmonate Signaling: Methods and
Protocols will empower interested researchers to dissect all steps of
jasmonate signaling and the processes they modulate.
Venus's Flytrap - Tim S. Bailey 2012
The Carnivorous Plants - Francis Ernest Lloyd 2013-04-16
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s
and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are
republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern
editions, using the original text and artwork.
Plant Electrophysiology - Alexander G. Volkov 2012-05-03
This book, written by the leading experts in the field of plant
electrophysiology, provides a comprehensive and up-to-date overview of
the current state of knowledge on electrical signaling and responses in
plant physiology. It covers a significant interdisciplinary area for a broad
range of researchers, emphasizing the physical, chemical, biological, and
technological aspects of plant electrophysiology, while also
demonstrating the role of electrochemical processes and ion channels in
plant life cycles. Separate chapters describe the electrophysiology of the
Venus flytrap, the Telegraph plant, Mimosa pudica, and other interesting
plant species. Subsequent sections focus on mechanisms of plant
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movement, the role of ion channels, morphing structures, and the effects
of electrical signal transduction on photosynthesis and respiration.
Further topics include the electrophysiology of plant-insect interactions,
how plants sense different environmental stresses and stimuli, and how
phytoactuators respond to them. All chapters analyze the generation and
transmission of electrical signals in plants.
Flora of the Southeastern United States - John Kunkel Small 1903

University of Stuttgart, biologists and physicists from the University of
Freiburg and geoscientists and evolutionary biologists from the
University of Tübingen. The programm is conceptualized as a dialogue
between the disciplines and is based on the belief that that biomimetic
research has the potential to lead everyone involved to new findings far
beyond his individual reach. During the last few decades, computational
methods have been introduced into all fields of science and technology.
In architecture, they enable the geometric differentiation of building
components and allow the fabrication of porous or fibre-based materials
with locally adjusted physical and chemical properties. Recent
developments in simulation technologies focus on multi-scale models and
the interplay of mechanical phenomena at various hierarchical levels. In
the natural sciences, a multitude of quantitative methods covering
diverse hierarchical levels have been introduced. These advances in
computational methods have opened a new era in biomimetics: local
differentiation at various scales, the main feature of natural
constructions, can for the first time not only be analysed, but to a certain
extent also be transferred to building construction. Computational
methodologies enable the direct exchange of information between fields
of science that, until now, have been widely separated. As a result they
lead to a new approach to biomimetic research, which, hopefully,
contributes to a more sustainable development in architecture and
building construction.
Computational Intelligence in Data Mining—Volume 1 - Himansu
Sekhar Behera 2015-12-08
The book is a collection of high-quality peer-reviewed research papers
presented in the Second International Conference on Computational
Intelligence in Data Mining (ICCIDM 2015) held at Bhubaneswar,
Odisha, India during 5 – 6 December 2015. The two-volume Proceedings
address the difficulties and challenges for the seamless integration of
two core disciplines of computer science, i.e., computational intelligence
and data mining. The book addresses different methods and techniques
of integration for enhancing the overall goal of data mining. The book
helps to disseminate the knowledge about some innovative, active

Carnivorous Plants - Aaron M. Ellison 2018
This book is a synthesis of the latest research on carnivorous plants,
focusing on their physiology, ecology, evolution, and future conservation
and research efforts
Cultivated Plants of Southern Africa - H. F. Glen 2002
A listing of almost 9000 kinds of plants known to be cultivated in
Southern Africa, or to have been tried here. The information is derived
from a database containing details mainly of specimens archived in the
National Herbarium, Pretoria.
Flora of North America: Volume 19: Magnoliophyta: Asteridae,
Part 6: Asteraceae, Part 1 - Flora of North America Editorial
Committee 1993
FNA presents for the first time, in one published reference source,
information on the names, taxonomic relationships, continent-wide
distributions, and morphological characteristics of all plants native and
naturalized found in North America north of Mexico.
Directions for bringing over seeds and plants from the East Indies
- John Ellis 1770
Biomimetic Research for Architecture and Building Construction - Jan
Knippers 2016-12-19
This book comprises a first survey of the Collaborative Research Center
SFB-TRR 141 ‘Biological Design and Integrative Structures – Analysis,
Simulation and Implementation in Architecture’, funded by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft since October 2014. The SFB-TRR 141 provides
a collaborative framework for architects and engineers from the
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research directions in the field of data mining, machine and
computational intelligence, along with some current issues and
applications of related topics.
Intelligent Materials, Second International Conference
Proceedings - Craig A. Rogers 1994-01-01
The key science and technology challenges which will facilitate the
transition from a "make do and mend" philosophy inevitably restricting
the degree of intelligence which can be engineered and the "designer
materials systems" philosophy which is the ultimate goal are considered.
The longer term vision will need to accord much more closely with
nature's design paradigms, with control at the molecular, nano, micro
and macro level of synthesis and assembly, of active self repair materials
systems in function shapes.
Phyton - 1983

in the presence of low ICT penetration. Digital ecosystems (DEs) in some
ways represent the next generation of ICT and Internet usage. Applicable
to many contexts, they will perhaps have the greatest effect in enabling
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to compete on the global
stage.
Active Matter - Skylar Tibbits 2017-09-29
The first book on active matter, an emerging field focused on
programming physical materials to assemble themselves, transform
autonomously, and react to information. The past few decades brought a
revolution in computer software and hardware; today we are on the cusp
of a materials revolution. If yesterday we programmed computers and
other machines, today we program matter itself. This has created new
capabilities in design, computing, and fabrication, which allow us to
program proteins and bacteria, to generate self-transforming wood
products and architectural details, and to create clothing from
“intelligent textiles” that grow themselves. This book offers essays and
sample projects from the front lines of the emerging field of active
matter. Active matter and programmable materials are at the
intersection of science, art, design, and engineering, with applications in
fields from biology and computer science to architecture and fashion.
These essays contextualize current work and explore recent research.
Sample projects, generously illustrated in color, show the range of
possibilities envisioned by their makers. Contributors explore the design
of active material at scales from nano to micro, kilo, and even planetary.
They investigate processes of self-assembly at a microscopic level; test
new materials that can sense and actuate themselves; and examine the
potential of active matter in the built environment and in living and
artificial systems. Active Matter is an essential guide to a field that could
shape the future of design.
Medicinal and Aromatic Plants XII - Y. P. S. Bajaj 2002-04-24
Deals with the distribution, importance, conventional propagation,
micropropagation, tissue culture study, and in vitro production of
important medicinal and pharmaceutical compounds in plants.
Plant Electrophysiology - Alexander G. Volkov 2007-04-19

Digital Eco-Systems - Fernando Antonio Basile Colugnati 2011-02-11
1 The Third International OPAALS Conference was an opportunity to
explore and discuss digital ecosystem research issues as well as
emerging and future trends in the field. The conference was organized
by IPTI – Instituto de Pesquisas em Tecnologia e Inovação (www. ipti.
org. br). IPTI is a member of the OPAALS Framework P- gramme 7
Network of Excellence, which is led by the London School of Economics
and Political Science. OPAALS is a multi-disciplinary research network of
excellence for developing the science and technology behind digital
ecosystems. The conference was held within the scope of a broader
EU–Brazil bilateral workshop hosted by IPTI in cooperation with the
Brazilian government and the European Commission and designed to
foster EU support of information and communications technologies (ICT)
enablement and socio-economic development in Brazil. The event was
held in the city of Aracajú, Sergipe, in the northeast of Brazil, during
March 22–23, 2010. Aracajú is the capital of the state of Sergipe and is
located on the coast, a tropical region with lush vegetation, rivers and
mangroves and an e- nomic landscape dominated by fisheries, tourism
and the challenges associated with fostering local economic development
4-dionaea-muscipula-ellis-venus-fly-trap-in-vitro
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This book compiles new findings in plant electrophysiology from the
work of internationally renowned experts in the fields of
electrophysiology, bio-electrochemistry, biophysics, signal transduction,
phloem transport, tropisms, ion channels, plant electrochemistry, and
membrane transport. Opening with a historical introduction, the book
reviews methods in plant electrophysiology, introducing such topics as
measuring membrane potentials and ion fluxes, path-clamp technique,
and electrochemical sensors. The coverage includes experimental results
and their theoretical interpretation.
Aquatic Plants - Namrita Lall 2020-07-26
Aquatic Plants: Pharmaceutical and Cosmetic Applications provides a
concise description of popular aquatic plants found across the globe. The
chapters in this beautifully illustrated, full-color book focus on the
aquatic species native to specific continents. Written by a global team of
experts, this book explains the distribution, ethnobotanical uses, genome
sequencing, chemical compounds, and biological activity of these plants
and addresses the cultivation and sustainable production of aquatic and
wetland plants. Features: Describes the biological activity of a large
collection of aquatic plants. Color photographs highlight each plant’s
ethnobotanical characteristics, and structural formulae show their
chemical constituents. Contributions come from leading scientists from
countries including the United States, India, Mauritius, South Africa, and
Cyprus. Aquatic Plants: Pharmaceutical and Cosmetic Applications is a
valuable resource for academics conducting research on aquatic plants
and for professionals in the pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries who
are involved with the therapeutic applications of these plants and their
sustainable usage.
Molecular Devices - Andrei A. Gakh 2018-08-07
Comprehensive look at mechanical molecular devices that mimic the
behavior of man-made devices Molecular devices and molecular
machines are individual molecules and molecular systems capable of
providing valuable device-like functions. Many of them have distinct
conventional prototypes and therefore can be identified as
technomimetic molecules. The last decade has seen an increasing rate of
4-dionaea-muscipula-ellis-venus-fly-trap-in-vitro

practical applications of molecular devices and machines, primarily in
biomedical and material science fields. Molecular devices: An
Introduction to Technomimetics and its Biological Applications focuses
on mechanical molecular devices, including the early set of
technomimetic molecules. Topics covered include the many simple
molecular devices such as container compounds, gearing systems, belts
and tubes, and tweezers. It touches upon each molecular machine and
discusses in great detail the importance of their applications as well as
the latest progress in the fields of chemistry, physics, and biotechnology.
Interdisciplinary: Must-have content for physicists, chemists, and
biologists Comprehensive: Details an extensive set of mechanical
technomimetic molecular devices Thorough: Starts with the fundamental
material characterization and finishes with real-world device application
Molecular devices: An Introduction to Technomimetics and its Biological
Applications is an important book for graduate students, researchers,
scientists, and engineers in the fields of chemistry, materials science,
molecular physics, engineering, biotechnology, and molecular medicine.
Thirty Great North Carolina Science Adventures - April C. Smith
2020-02-18
North Carolina possesses an astonishingly rich array of natural wonders.
Building on this abundance, April C. Smith passionately seeks to open
the world of nature to everyone. Her popular science guidebook features
thirty sites across North Carolina that are perfect for exploration and
hands-on learning about the Earth and the environment. A stellar group
of naturalists and educators narrate each adventure, explaining key
scientific concepts by showing you exactly where and how to look. This
guidebook is for anyone—teens, kids, families, hikers, teachers, students,
and tourists alike—who loves to be outside while learning. * All you need
to plan trips and discover new attractions * Organized by the state's
Mountain, Piedmont, and Coastal Plain regions * The 30 adventures
spotlight wonderful places to hike, fascinating geological formations to
find, animals and plants to observe, and hands-on learning activities *
Explains clearly the scientific processes that made North Carolina the
state it is today * Richly illustrated with photographs, diagrams, and
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maps; includes an indispensable science glossary
Medicinal and Aromatic Plants XII - Toshiyuki Nagata 2013-11-11
Medicinal and Aromatic Plants XII comprises 18 chapters. It deals with
the distribution, importance, conventional propagation,
micropropagation, tissue culture studies, and the in vitro production of
important medicinal and pharmaceutical compounds in the following
plants: Artemisia annua, Coriandrum sativum, Crataegus, Dionaea
muscipula, Hyoscyamus reticulatus, Hypericum canariense,
Leguminosae, Malva, Ocimum, Pergularia tomentosa, Phellodendron
amurense, Sempervivum, Solanum aculeatissimum, S. chrysotrichum, S.
kasianum, Stephania, Trigonella, and Vaccinium. It is tailored to the
needs of advanced students, teachers, and research scientists in the
fields of pharmacy, plant tissue culture, phytochemistry, biomedical
engineering, and plant biotechnology in general.
Biomimetic Principles and Design of Advanced Engineering Materials Zhenhai Xia 2016-06-06
This book explores the structure-property-process relationship of
biomaterials from engineering and biomedical perspectives, and the
potential of bio-inspired materials and their applications. A large variety
of natural materials with outstanding physical and mechanical properties
have appeared in the course of evolution. From a bio-inspired viewpoint,
materials design requires a novel and highly cross disciplinary approach.
Considerable benefits can be gained by providing an integrated approach
using bio-inspiration with materials science and engineering. The book is
divided into three parts; Part One focuses on mechanical aspects, dealing
with conventional material properties: strength, toughness, hardness,
wear resistance, impact resistance, self-healing, adhesion, and
adaptation and morphing. Part Two focuses on functional materials with
unique capabilities, such as self-cleaning, stimuli-response, structural
color, anti-reflective materials, catalytic materials for clean energy
conversion and storage, and other related topics. Part Three describes
how to mimic natural materials processes to synthesize materials with
low cost, efficient and environmentally friendly approaches. For each
chapter, the approach is to describe situations in nature first and then
4-dionaea-muscipula-ellis-venus-fly-trap-in-vitro

biomimetic materials, fulfilling the need for an interdisciplinary approach
which overlaps both engineering and materials science.
Communication in Plants - František Baluška 2007-02-15
Plant neurobiology is a newly emerging field of plant sciences. It covers
signalling and communication at all levels of biological organization –
from molecules up to ecological communities. In this book, plants are
presented as intelligent and social organisms with complex forms of
communication and information processing. Authors from diverse
backgrounds such as molecular and cellular biology, electrophysiology,
as well as ecology treat the most important aspects of plant
communication, including the plant immune system, abilities of plants to
recognize self, signal transduction, receptors, plant neurotransmitters
and plant neurophysiology. Further, plants are able to recognize the
identity of herbivores and organize the defence responses accordingly.
The similarities in animal and plant neuronal/immune systems are
discussed too. All these hidden aspects of plant life and behaviour will
stimulate further intense investigations in order to understand the
communicative plants in their whole complexity.
Insectivorous Plants - Charles Darwin 1875
Aquatic and Wetland Plants of Southeastern United States - Robert K.
Godfrey 2011-07-01
This is the long-awaited second volume of Godfrey and Wooten's
definitive survey of aquatic and wetland plants of the southeastern
United States. It focuses on native and naturalized dicotyledons of the
region and provides well-written, concise descriptions and keys for the
identification of 1,084 species. A glossary of terms, list of references,
separate indexes of common and scientific names, and nearly 400 wellexecuted drawings complete the volume. The first comprehensive survey
of the aquatic and wetland plants of the Southeast, the Godfrey and
Wooten volumes will prove invaluable to botanists, ecologists, college
students, government agencies involved in land-use management, and
nonspecialists interested in the plant life and ecology of the region.
Simulation Models, GIS and Nonpoint-source Pollution - David
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Holloway 1992

& indigenous peoples -- it looks at how & why Euro-Americans of the
Enlightenment & post-Enlightenment periods went about explaining the
world the way they did. Exhibit items include historical specimens,
manuscript materials, first-edition books, & art work.
Medicinal and Aromatic Plants - Y. P. S. Bajaj 1988
These book series cover the distribution, economic importance,
conventional propagation, micropropagation, tissue culture studies, and
in vitro production of important medicinal and other pharmaceutical
compounds in various medicinal and aromatic crops.
Horticultural Flora of South-Eastern Australia - Roger Spencer 1995
Flowering Plants: Dicotyledons Part 1 is the second in the series.
Covering South Australia, Victoria, Tasmania, New South Wales and
southern Queensland, the series is a useful guide to temperate plants in
other parts of Australia and in New Zealand.
The Poetics of Natural History - Christoph Irmscher 2019-09-08
Winner of the 2000 American Studies Network Prize and the Literature
and Language Award from the Association of American Publishers, Inc.
Early American naturalists assembled dazzling collections of native flora
and fauna, from John Bartram’s botanical garden in Philadelphia and the
artful display of animals in Charles Willson Peale’s museum to P. T.
Barnum’s American Museum, infamously characterized by Henry James
as “halls of humbug.” Yet physical collections were only one of the
myriad ways that these naturalists captured, catalogued, and
commemorated America’s rich biodiversity. They also turned to writing
and art, from John Edward Holbrook’s forays into the fascinating world
of herpetology to John James Audubon’s masterful portraits of American
birds. In this groundbreaking, now classic book, Christoph Irmscher
argues that early American natural historians developed a distinctly
poetic sensibility that allowed them to imagine themselves as part of, and
not apart from, their environment. He also demonstrates what happens
to such inclusiveness in the hands of Harvard scientist-turned Amazonian
explorer Louis Agassiz, whose racist pseudoscience appalled his student
William James. This expanded, full-color edition of The Poetics of Natural
History features a preface and art from award-winning artist Rosamond

Quick Bibliography Series - 1976
Modeling the Electrochemo-poromechanics of Ionic Polymer
Metal Composites and Cell Clusters - Alessandro Leronni 2022-01-03
This book presents a novel continuum finite deformation framework
addressing the complex interactions among electrostatics, species
transport, and mechanics in solid networks immersed in a fluid phase of
solvent and ions. Grounded on cutting-edge multiphysics theories for soft
active materials, the proposed model is primarily applied to ionic
polymer metal composites (IPMCs). First, the influence of shear
deformation on the IPMC response is analyzed through semi-analytical
solutions obtained via the method of matched asymptotic expansions.
Second, the novel electrochemo-poromechanical theory is used to predict
the curvature relaxation and electric discharge that are observed in
IPMC actuation and sensing, respectively, under a sustained stimulus.
This newly formulated theory is, in turn, applied to biological cell
clusters. Here, important mechanical considerations are integrated into
classical bioelectrical models, thus offering novel insights into the
interplay of mechanical and electrical signaling in the coordination of
developmental processes.
Generation GrowBots: Materials, Mechanisms, and Biomimetic
Design for Growing Robots - Barbara Mazzolai 2021-08-18
Stuffing Birds, Pressing Plants, Shaping Knowledge - Sue Ann
Prince 2003
The Curatorial Department of the American Philosophical Society
presents a catalogue of the exhibition being held in Philosophical Hall
from June 2003 through December 2004. The exhibit focuses on the
blending of art & science in the study of natural history in North
America. It explores the cultural assumptions that governed the practice
of natural history on the North American continent in the 18th & early
19th centuries. Focusing on the study of living things -- plants, animals,
4-dionaea-muscipula-ellis-venus-fly-trap-in-vitro
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Purcell and invites the reader to be fully immersed in an era when the
boundaries between literature, art, and science became fluid.
The Science Reports of the Tohoku University - Tōhoku Daigaku 1982

thermodynamics, biophysics, and bioelectrochemistry with applications
in horticulture and ecology. It also discusses the roles and mechanisms
of both quantum and thermophysical processes of theconversion of solar
energy by plants, including photosynthesis and long distance transport.
Comprehensive details of value to basic and applied researchers dealing
with photosynthesis, agriculture, horticulture, bioenergetics, biophysics,
photobiology, and plant physiology make Plant Energetics an
informative, one-stop resource that willsave time and energy in your
search for the latest information. Plant Energetics incorporates such
diverse themes as thermodynamics, biophysics, and bioelectrochemistry
with applications in horticulture and ecology. It also discusses the roles
and mechanisms of both quantum and thermophysical processes of the
conversion of solar energy by plants, including photosynthesis and longdistance transport Extensive details of value to basic and applied
researchers dealing with photosynthesis, agriculture, horticulture,
bioenergetics, biophysics, photobiology, and plant physiology make Plant
Energetics an informative, one-stop resource that will save you time and
energy in your search for the latest information
A Guide to the Wildflowers of South Carolina - Patrick D. McMillan
2022-08-15
A comprehensive and indispensable reference for identifying and
appreciating native flora From its summits to its shores, South Carolina
brims with life and unparalleled beauty thanks to its abundant array of
native and naturalized flora, all carefully documented in this revised and
expanded edition of A Guide to the Wildflowers of South Carolina.
Dramatic advances in plant taxonomy and ecology have occurred since
the guide's publication 20 years ago; new species have been discovered
while others struggle to survive in the face of vanishing habitats and
climate change. The authors, all experienced botanists, offer essays on
carnivorous plants, native orchids, Carolina bays, the roles and effects of
fire and agriculture on the landscape, and detailed descriptions of the
plant communities throughout the state's major natural regions. This
expanded edition catalogs nearly 1,000 species organized by habitat,
with descriptions, color photographs, range maps, and comments on

Smart Polymer Catalysts and Tunable Catalysis - Songjun Li
2019-09-10
Smart Polymer Catalysts and Tunable Catalysis describes the latest
advances in smart polymer catalysts and tunable catalysis. This book will
serve as an ideal reference for scientists, students and researchers
working in the fields of catalysis, chemical engineering, chemistry,
materials science, biotechnology and nanotechnology. Users will find this
to be a distinct, systematic and comprehensive body of knowledge on the
field with its compilation of essential knowledge and discussions of
extensive potential in both social and commercial impacts. Provides a
single-source summary of the emerging frontiers in scientific research in
smart polymer catalysts and tunable catalysis Includes very wellorganized chapters that are illustrated with over 130 illustrations and
figures Written by scientists from prestigious universities and industries
across the world Edited by veteran researchers in the field of smart
polymers and catalysis
Progress in Botany - Ulrich Lüttge 2014-09-22
With one volume each year, this series keeps scientists and advanced
students informed of the latest developments and results in all areas of
the plant sciences. The present volume includes reviews on physiology,
ecology and vegetation science.
Plant Energetics - Octavian S. Ksenzhek 1998-02-09
Emphasizing the physical and technological aspects of plant energetics,
this comprehensive book covers a significant interdisciplinary research
area for a broad range of investigators. Plant Energetics presentsthe
thermodynamics of energy processes in plants, their interconnection and
arrangement, and the estimation of intrinsic energy needs of the plant
connected with performing various physiological functions. The book also
demonstrates the role of electrical and electrochemical processes in the
plants life cycle. Plant Energetics incorporates such diverse themes as
4-dionaea-muscipula-ellis-venus-fly-trap-in-vitro
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pharmacological uses, suitability for garden cultivation, origin of
common and scientific names, and conservation status.
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Ionic Polymer Metal Composites (IMPCs) - Mohsen Shahinpoor 2016
A comprehensive resource on ionic polymer metal composites (IPMCs)
edited by the leading authority on the subject.
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